# Playground Behaviour Levels

## Green Behaviour
- Being Respectful
- Being Responsible
- Being Safe
- Being a Learner
- Following school rules
- Following instructions
- Using manners
- Asking permission
- Helping others
- Caring for grounds
- Being friendly
- Taking turns
- Being tolerant
- Volunteering

**Consequences**
- Praise
- Turtle Ticket

## Yellow Behaviour
- Teasing
- Being unkind
- Attention seeking
- Disrupting the class
- No hat in sun
- Arguing with others
- Talking back
- Not following instructions
- Being a poor sport
- Running on concrete
- Name calling
- Annoying others
- Excluding others (leaving people out)
- Playing with sticks/stones

**Consequences**
- Rule Reminder
- Verbal Warning
- Time Out/Walk with staff

## Red Behaviour
- 3 Repeated offences of same yellow behaviour
- Repeated Bullying
- Repeated verbal or physical threats
- Fighting
- Aggressive/inappropriate language
- Ongoing refusal to follow directions
- Swearing at staff
- Major Stealing
- Major Vandalism
- Refusing to go to Time out
- Harming others

**Consequences**
- Referred to Office
- Reflection Time
- No choice Break Time
- Discipline
- Improvement Plan
- Suspension/Exclusion
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